Average Speaking Pitch vs. Average Speaker Fundamental Frequency – Reliability, Homogeneity, And Self Report Of Listener Groups
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Abstract
Speaker fundamental frequency often stands as equivalent to the auditory measurement of average speaking (vocal) pitch. Previously found effects regarding higher estimations of average speaking pitch vs. average F0 for female voices have been fully replicated in an identification experiment involving 13 subjects. For female voices the average value of a given group of experts measuring average speaking pitch would be 2-3 semitones higher than the acoustically measured speaker fundamental frequency. Self reports of listeners’ certainty of their judgements seem not to correspond at all with any given variance in the estimations and ratings. In a complementary discrimination experiment (16 subjects) this interval seems to indicate a threshold of the same size of 2 -3 semitones for pitch discrimination in speech.

1. Introduction
Speaker fundamental frequency (SFF) varies widely depending on individual physiological dispositions, actual emotional state but also with different speaking styles and text genres. In previous phonetic work [3, 15, 13] SFF and its auditory pendant speaking pitch have often been assumed to be identical or at least isomorphic. Auditory estimation of average speaking pitch (ASP) is best practice in clinical diagnostics of voice but also in voice and speech training, speech education, and forensic speaker evaluation [1, 3]. Thus ASP is considered as an indicator of subjective (tonal) perception, as well as an overall impression of a speaking voice. In this way we consider it as a relevant and weighty component in the perception of prosodic features. To be sure, the average vocal F0 values (as an acoustic measure) [1, 9] is also a fairly widely used parameter. The perceptual (auditory) method of average speaking pitch measurement consists of a subjective evaluation by a trained and experienced listener. The specific process of perception, i.e. how the listener decides what to focus on over time in the voice of a speaker, is still opaque [2]. From reports by such evaluators, we know that the average speaking pitch is a more ‘virtual’ parameter. Listeners actively follow the pitch movement during the utterance (silently or half-loud); only then do they decide on the virtual center of the perceived tones [7]. The concept of such evaluation also includes the imagination of a modal value, i.e. the focussed tone would represent the pitch which occurs most frequently [1]. Experts are able to ignore loudness and textual features as well the nontypical sequences (e.g. creaky voice) often found at the beginning and end of an utterance (cf. [10]). The musical scale serves as referential base so that the listeners would focus on a musical note.

In a previous pilot study involving 6 expert listeners we had observed an effect of average pitch identifications being approx. 2.5st higher than the average SFF [5]. The current study aims to replicate this effect with a larger group of listeners and with a more homogeneous background (training phase). Additionally we intend to exclude other factors, such as in-group variance or the arduousness of the perception task.

2. Identification Experiment: Auditory Measurement Of Average Speaking Pitch

2.1. Material
30 audio recordings of news broadcast from different German radio stations were investigated altogether. The samples have an average duration of about 80 sec. The recordings were made by means of a minidisc recorder (Sony MR7). The areal selection of (Federal German) radio stations was random, but with the requirement of equal proportions for gender and station type (public vs. private) [5].

2.2. Method
2.2.1. Auditory measurement
For this study 13 expert listeners (10 female / 3 male, between 19 and 27 years of age, and of normal hearing) were asked individually to judge the samples in two separate runs (female/male speakers). Each of the experts (students of speech education) is musically trained and has experience in obtaining the average speaking pitch from a subject’s running speech due to a training phase of 2 months. The experts were allowed to judge after repeated listening and with the aid of a piano or a tuning fork. The average speaking pitch estimations were provided as musical notes which have been afterwards transformed into numerical values (semitones, hertz). In addition to the perceived musical note the experts were also asked for a self report about the difficulty or ease of measurement per speaker (5 degree scale).

2.2.2. Acoustic measurement
For detection of F0 we choose the PRAAT [6] standard setting of an autocorrelation algorithm with a time step window of 0.01sec (100 pitch values per second) and a voicing threshold of 0.7. In order to enable a comparison between the two measurements (Hz for acoustic, musical note for auditory) we have chosen to use the logarithmic semitone-scale as a common scale of reference, which has been shown to be appropriate for these tasks of equality ratings (cf. eg. [8]).

One semitone, the twelfth part of an octave corresponds to a frequency ratio of $\sqrt[12]{2}$. The margin of 100Hz (G2↑) was taken as point of reference. In this way we can also use the
2.3. Results (Identification experiment)

2.3.1. Comparison of auditory and acoustic estimations

A characterization regarding the relation between acoustically and auditorily measured values was achieved by comparing (simple and averaged) mean and median values of SFF with means of mean and median ASP values. For male voices total mean of SFF correlates strongly with the mean value of pitch evaluations (cf. Figure 1). If we consider differences of means, we find the best convergence of median of SFF together with mean and median of pitch in male voices. However, for female voices the experts tended to measure average speaking pitch 2-3st higher than the acoustically measured SFF. Following Baken & Orlikoff [1] we also considered the mode value of SFF as a possible candidate of best correspondence. As for ASP, the mode value refers to the most frequent tone value within the group of listeners given for one sample. Surprisingly, the acoustic mode value shows greater distance from auditory measurements than mean and median even for male voice.

2.3.2. Inter-listener homogeneity

In order to assess the homogeneity of pitch evaluations per gender group of speakers, a non-parametric variance analysis was adopted. After determining ranks for the individual values separately for experts and stimulus (speaker gender), the middle ranks per objects (values per speaker) were determined. Then the mean absolute difference between individual ranks and middle rank per object were compiled. This way the null hypothesis was formulated that if the ratings of experts is homogeneous, the mean absolute differences in the two (gender) groups should also be homogenous. This was then tested by means of the Mann-Whitney U-Test. The results \( U = 89.0, N_{\text{male}} = 15, \text{exact} P = 0.345 \) show homogeneous expert ratings for both genders of speakers, in so far as they show the same in-group variability.

2.3.3. Self report regarding arduousness

The ratings for self reports about judgement certainty range only between 1 and 4, i.e. excluding 5 as the most ‘uncertain’ (“difficult”) degree. Figure 2 shows a xy-plot of acoustic-to-auditory-measurement deviation although the distribution seems to suggest a higher variance in ratings of male voices there is no significant difference between these and the female voices. This indicates that the deviation with female voices is not associated with a greater uncertainty in listeners’ judgments (Figure 2).

2.3.4. Listener consistency & inter-listener reliability

The applied musical scale implies the adoption of reliability procedures regarding (adjusted) interval based rating scales. According to Wirtz & Caspar [14] such scales can be correlated by means of the product-moment correlation and represented as a matrix in a correlogram [4](Figure 3). Reliability needs to be tested with regard to group mean (auditory mean/median), with regard to the acoustic measure (acoustic mean/median) as external point of reference, as well as the relation of reliability between individual listeners (inter-listener). Figure 3 depicts the correlations for all pitch estimations of female voices. The correlation between two individual listeners is very high in some cases (R & J), in other cases (G & Q) there is no correlation, and in some cases (G & M) listeners were estimating contrariwise so that we see a negative correlation. But the majority of pitch estimations clusters positively either around the acoustic median or the (auditory) median.
3. Discrimination Experiment: Average Speaking Pitch vs. Reference Tone

3.1. Hypotheses

In addition to the identification experiment described above a discrimination experiment was designed. Here we proceeded under the following assumptions: (1) Listeners should have more difficulty evaluating female voices than male voices, (2) the accuracy of discrimination of female voices should not correlate with the subjective confidence (certainty) of judgements, (3) an upward shifted reference tone for female voices should be rated as equal to ASP, and to the contrary (4) an upward shifted reference tone for male voices would be perceived as too high. The identification experiment also determined the interval of 2.5 semitones as a probable threshold. Therefore a null hypothesis would deny any effect within the given range of ± 2.5 semitones. Otherwise one would need to assume (as an alternative null hypothesis) a match of shifted reference tone (comparison tone) and equality discrimination ratings.

3.2. Material & Method

The same data corpus of radio news presentations as in the previous experiment served as stimuli. One male and one female sample were excluded and the maximum time per sample was reduced to 25sec. Thus, 28 samples (14 male / 14 female speakers) were presented as stimuli. The samples were opposed to reference tones which had been partially shifted (−2.5st; ±0st; +2.5st).

Here the acoustic median F0 (see 2.3.1) was taken as a basis for each sample. All stimuli were presented in random order using the multiple forced choice environment of PRAAT. A speaker sample was interrupted by a 4sec break after about two thirds of the sample length; at the end of the sample the shifted ping tone was played after another pause of 4sec. Play back repetitions were allowed. The subjects were of the same type of subjects (with even partial overlaps) as for the identification experiment. In the course of the experiment the participants were asked to state whether the perceived average speaking pitch of the presented stimulus vis-à-vis the following reference tone was equal, lower, higher or “dissimilar” (unspecific unequal). Subsequently the responses were processed as equal, unequal-higher, unequal-lower, unequal-dissimilar (see Figure 4). Additionally we asked for a “confidence” rating (5 degree scale) as a self report about the raters’ certainty of their judgements.

3.3. Results (Discrimination experiment)

3.3.1. Equality ratings

We report the responses only in bipolar opposition (equal vs. unequal) since the individual ratings show too ambiguous results (cf. Figure 3). In cases of equal reference tone and median SFF, half of the listeners rated the ASP as equal (male speakers 47.5%; female speakers 52.5%) the other half as unequal to the tone. Similarly, in cases of downward shifted reference tones, listeners tended to perceive tone and pitch as equal (male 48.4%; female 46.8%). In contrast, in cases of upward shifted reference tones a clear majority of listeners rated the stimuli as unequal (male 68.8%; female 72.5%).

3.3.2. Gender effects

Apparently no clear-cut gender asymmetry in pitch estimations of male and female voices could be observed. Even if we would exclude “dissimilar” ratings, this would not change the tendencies in the individual categories of the experiment.

3.4. Discussion

The null hypothesis can be rejected, but only on the basis of paradox results. We would have expected such ambiguous results specifically for a constellation where the effect of perceptual shift of female voices would collide with a reference tone shift of the same size.

The expected effects regarding a “neutralization” of perceptual shifted tones (see hypotheses in 3.1) could not be observed. Only under circumstances of high shifted reference tones did a majority of listeners rate the average pitch as unequal (male 38.5%; female 57.5% as lower). In general, the raters seemed to be excessively demanded, given also the high
Figure 4: Ratings of 16 subjects’ discrimination regarding perceived the ASP and a given reference tone (RT); 80 cases of 2.5st upward shifted RT (top), 80 cases of 0st shifted RT (mid), 64 cases of 2.5st downward shifted RT (bottom) with median F0 as a basis.

rates of “equal”-judgements. Both would indicate that the chosen interval of 2.5st makes a threshold for discrimination of such complex harmonic sounds as the human voice. This of course needs to be tested and further investigated since the just noticeable difference (JND) of average speaking pitch seems to be situated outside of the chosen shifting interval for down-shifted reference tones but within for upward-shifted tones.

4. General Discussion & Conclusion

In summary, we argue for a distinction between auditory and acoustically measured average speaking pitch (F0). According to our data even the acoustic mode value does not correspond with its auditory pendants, which has been assumed before [3]. For a non-trained listener we assume here an overall impression of speaking pitch. In this way we consider the further investigation also relevant for exploration of perceptual biases towards pitch judgements of human speech, including those for intonation. Hence, further investigations need to check systematically for such influence factors as pitch variance (range, micro-prosodic variation; cf. [11, 12]) within the given sample and as spectral voice components [10]. As a practical issue and result we suggest a development of ASP-SFF distance interval thresholds in order to access in-group consistency and inter-listener reliability in test situations.

Although we are able to predict tendencies for listener group measurements, a satisfying explanation for these repeatedly attested effects seems to be difficult. Related experiments (cf. [10]) have so far been done by means of simple and complex sinus tones. Although a JND for tone distinction or discrimination of sinus tones would be in the given range (160-200Hz) between 1 and 2 hertz (0.5%) [10], the current results for voices would suggest values between 15 and 20 hertz. A previous study focussing on average speaking pitch had already determined a tolerance interval of 2 semitones for individual average pitch estimations of both genders [7]. In agreement with this we would prefer to conceptualize average speaking pitch as a range instead of a tone.

See <http://www.fonetik.de/sff-asp/> for more details of the analysis.
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